The measuring of implemented ERP system's effi ciency is in any case multidimensional. Various researchers dedicated a lot of attention trying to fi nd the best way to measure the success or the effectiveness of ERP solution. "Customer satisfaction" as a measure represents the crucial point in creating the model for Measuring the success of implemented ERP systems and therefore it is the subject of this work. In this work we shall see what effect the other measurements will have on the "customer satisfaction", respecting the co rrelation between particular crucial categories in creating the model of implemented ERP system's success.
INTRODUCTION (INTRODUCTORY REMARKS)
In order to obtain an adequate answer to the needs of the clients, the corporations need to update their business infrastructure and alter their work ethic. Th e key of competiveness lies in the ERP systems' infrastructure which is coordinated with the basic business processes and developed to support the delivery of products of high quality and services to clients in an optimal time [15] .
ERP system provides an advanced functionality, global orientation and fl exible options of expansion which are needed for achieving the maintainable competing advantage on the market, on which the company is running a business and providing the conditions for the company's profi table development [8] . According to the collected and analysed data in one study [19] , it can be concluded that the role of ERP system's usage is recognized in many companies, but there are still certain problems regarding the implementation, such as workers' negligence, resistance and indiff erence.
Organizations from all over the world see the modern ERP systems as a main tool for the improvement of eff ectiveness, effi ciency and competiveness. Th e business information systems are expensive and can represent one of the biggest fi nancial and human resources' investments. Th ey also very often bring the signifi cant changes of business processes in organization by integrating so-called best practices into management. Today, more and more organisations from all over the world, under the pressure of the changes in the business's environment, integrate the business information systems in their management as a base for the successful management.
Th e understanding of advantage which brings the ERP system and ability to qualify those advantages become of crucial importance for managers which have to justify the expenses and operative system's infl uence on organization [9] . Th e advantages are not usually realized straight away, and they are not widely accepted during system's start-up but very often many months or years need to pass by so that all changes brought up by the new system can be completely integrated in an organisation [10] . Especially in the times of crisis organisations tend to reduce the budgets and lower the costs in order to avoid the redundancy and sometimes bankruptcy.
Due to the costs, the investment into new business information system or just an update of an existing one is a very diffi cult decision and a great challenge for any organisation. Investments into technology, as well as other investments, are derived from the careful analysis and evaluations. Organisations want to know if technology investment will pay off in a sense of corporation's future success. Th erefore, Th e Success, or the eff ectiveness of ERP is a very important subject in the fi eld of IS.
Measuring the implemented ERP's eff ectiveness is multidimensional. Th e various researchers have dedicated lots of attention trying to fi nd the best way of measuring the success, or eff ectiveness of ERP solution [7, 5, 11, 1] . What is exactly meant by successeff ectiveness of ERP has never been totally clear, nor could the researchers agree on it. Success-eff ectiveness is the one of the disputable questions that preoccupies the researchers.
Th e problem is more complex because Th e Success, or the eff ectiveness is a multidimensional concept, which can be evaluated on diff erent levels such as: technical, group, individual, organizational, etc. and by using a large number of necessarily complementing criteria such as: economical, fi nancial, cognitive, etc.
Customer satisfaction as a measure represents a crucial point in creating the model for Measuring the success of implemented ERP systems and therefore it is the subject of this work. In this work, we shall see what an eff ect the other measures have on the customer satisfaction, that is to say, we shall examine the correlation between some key categories in creating a model of the implemented ERP system's success.
ERP SISTEMS (ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING)
ERP systems in every realisation represent the software solutions for management support. Th ey consist of many modules which support a large number of diff erent functions such as: marketing, fi nance and accounting, sales, customer support, supplies, distribution, resource planning, production, maintenance and quality and human resources. Th e architecture of ERP system provides integrity of modules in a way that it enables the constant and visible exchange of information.
Th e defi nitions of ERP system vary in accordance with the context, especially considering the diff erent views of stakeholders. Th e diff erent stakeholders of the ERP system will, regarding their position in organization, have completely diff erent opinions and experiences with ERP system [16] . Deloitte Consulting defi nes ERP system in their report published in 1998 as a business software set which enables organization to:
• automatize and integrate the most of their business processes • share common data and good practice throughout the whole organization and • create and access information in a real time APICS defi nes ERP in the following way: "ERP anticipates and balances the supply and demand. Th at is a set of tools for anticipation; planning and distribution of resources on the company's level which:
• connects buyers and suppliers in a complete chain of supplying • applies the approved best practices in the decision making • coordinates the sales, marketing, operations, logistics, supplies, fi nance development of products and management of human resources.
Its aims include the high level of customer service, productivity, the costs cuts, inventory trade and it off ers the basis for the effi cient organization's management.
Th is is achieved by developing the plans and schedules so that the real resources -manpower, materials, machines and money -are available on a right scale when needed" [20] .
Gable, defi nes ERP system as a comprehensive software solution -a set that attempts to integrate a complete range of business processes and functions, in order to represent a complete account of business from the unique information-communication architecture [6] .
Somehow diff erently, Roseman defi nes ERP system as adjustable, standard application software which off ers an integrated business solution for the basic processes (e.g. production planning and warehouse management) and main administrative function of organization (e.g. accounting and human resources management) [17] .
Al-Mashari and Al-Mudimigh defi ne ERP system as an information-communication infrastructure which enables the fl ow of information within the organization and communication with the suppliers and other members of a supply chain. Davenport, Harris and Cantrell and Laframboise and Reyes indicate that ERP combines business processes in organization and represents a way of running a business, not only a software set [2, 14] . Kumar and Hillsgersberg defi ne ERP systems as and "upgradable and exchangeable sets of information systems that secure the integration of information of all functional parts within organization" [13] .
Marious Alexandrou defi nes ERP in the following way:
"ERP is an industrial term which describes the wide spectrum of business activities supported by multi-module software's applications. ERP can include the following modules: production planning, supply in interaction with suppliers, stock etc. It also includes modules for fi nances and human resources [21] .
Why implement ERP?
Koch points out 5 main reasons why companies introduce ERP systems [12] :
• Integration of fi nancial information -In companies without ERP system, every business unit has its own report version as well as its own analysis and anticipation of profi t, e.g. finances have their own report version on profi t according to the statements on income and expenses' account, while the sales department has its own version of reporting according to the trade. In such conditions, it is diffi cult to understand the entire management of the company. By applying ERP system it is possible to have a unique version of reporting which is not questionable as every business unit uses the same version.
• Integration of information about buyer's orders -ERP system tracks down the buyer's order from the time the order is received to the delivery of the goods and invoice. With the unique information, the company can easily track down the orders, coordinate the production and plan the delivery of goods on the diff erent locations at the same time.
• Standardization and acceleration of production processes -ERP system applies standard methods for automatization of some steps of production processes, which saves time, increases productivity and reduces the main costs.
• Stock reduction -ERP systems provide an easy business processes, which improve order fi llings. Th at leads to the reduction of production material, makes the planning of delivery to the buyers better and delivery from the warehouse which reduces the stock of fi nished products. For the real improvement of supply chain's process, the software for the supply chain is needed, but also the ERP system can be applied in monitoring and implementation of that process.
• Standardization of information on human resources -In companies with multiple business units, a unique human resources department does not have to exist, but it can be achieved with ERP system. Th e most ERP systems are designed in a way so that the production can easily use them.
One of the main advantages of ERP system is integration of the previously non-integrated tasks through the usage of the same software. Th e compa-ny decides upon introduction of ERP system when it wants to integrate the operational processes and apply the best practice at the same time. However, as it comes to the company's business on the whole and achievement of the competitive advantage on the market, the new technology as well as the software alone is not a key to success. Kay Roman states 10 main benefi ts of ERP implementation [22] :
• It has been understood that the facts such as: project leader, training, general views, understanding the easy usage, understanding the usage and attitude towards usage, are important for making a decision about usage of ERP system. Th e results of one study support the concept that the systems and methods considered easy to use and understanding are accepted as more useful by the fi nal user [18] .
Th e Success -the eff ectiveness of ERP system By implementing ERP system, organizations can benefi t from it, but on the other hand the project alone can be catastrophic for organizations which are failing to manage the process of implementation. Despite the existence of empirical studies in the domain of success -eff ectiveness of information system, it is still unclear what is exactly meant by the term Th e Success or eff ectiveness of informational system, nor the researchers managed to agree on it. Informational system has diff erent stakeholders, such as engineers, management and end users, and they all diff erently defi ne Th e Success of informational system. For example, the projects' managers and implementation consultants very often defi ne success in terms of ending a project in time and within a budget. Th e employers, whose task is to ensure that organization adopts ERP system (integrates ERP system in management of organization) and to continue using it, defi ne Th e Success as a smooth passage to the stable management with the new system, intended for achieving the improvement of business such as: stock reduction and achieving the capability for improving the support of decision-making [16] . Th e optimal success refers to the best results which could be achieved by organization by integrating ERP system into its management, considering the business environment, measured according to the operational and business results in the longer term [16] . From the perspective of the system's end users, the successful system is the one that improves the job performance without additional eff orts and unpleasantness.
Th e effi cacy of ERP system (IS) cannot be measured directly, but can be valuated by using many measures relevant to Th e Success. Since the seventies, many authors developed an approach to assessment of ERP's effi cacy. Th ey suggested a variety of variables, indicators and measures, such as: satisfying users, or system's acceptability, users' involvement, users' participation, or users' competence, (palpable, tangible) quality of information, or quality of system, usefulness of IS, the need of IS for a support of specifi c tasks and many others. Amongst the mentioned measures the most prominent one is the user's satisfaction with the implemented ERP system's solution. Th e subject of this work is what it represents and what measured infl uence it.
Customer satisfaction with ERP solution
Customer satisfaction, together with system's usage is the most widely applied measure for the success of IS. Th e popularity is possibly helped by the existence of widely applied 39-piece instrument developed by the Bailey/Pearson, which supports comparison with other analyses by the fact that data is easy to use if it is expressed by the measuring unit which is comparable with other measures.
Th e successful 'cooperation' between management and information system can be measured in the terms of customer satisfaction. Several researchers have suggested customer satisfaction as a measure of success for their empirical researchers [4] . Th ese researchers have discovered that the measures which include the customer satisfaction's category are very suitable in the case of specifi c informational systems. Th e key question is: whose satisfaction should be measured here? Th e subject of manager's satisfaction is dealt by MIS eff ort, McKinsey and Company in their study of 1968. In 2 empirical studies on system's implementation success from 1981, Ginzberg chose the customer's satisfaction, as well as its dependable variables. In one of those studies, besides customer satisfaction, he also adopts measures which belong to the group "system's usage".
In the following table we can see the research listing on "customer satisfaction" subject: In previous researches, customer satisfaction represented an important measure in the works of DeLone-Mclean, [3] as well as in Gable and Co's work [6] and which permeates through all 4 defi ned perspectives in a model balanced scorecard approaches -BSC: fi nancial, buyer's perspective, perspective of internal processes and perspective of innovations and studies.
RESEARCH (METHODS, TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTS)
Th e research is conducted in companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia. One of the research's aims is to paralelly compare the gained results for companies of diff erent sizes, diff erent categories and business domains, and the respondents are carefully chosen in order to satisfy this need. All questions (defi nitions) in a questionnaire are given by the Likert's scale from 1 to 5. Questions are chosen in order to satisfy the wider spectrum of measures classifi ed by categories. Th e majority of questions are taken from the DeLone-McLean's study [3] .
In order to prove the set model it was necessary to prove the relations between the set categories. In the same aim, the following analyses are used:
• 
PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
Th e research has included economic subjects which have implemented ERP systems. Economic organizations of diff erent profi les took place in this research. 80 users of ERP system fi lled the questionnaire.
Th e structures of organizations which are the subject of this research are given in the following table: When we talk about the size of organisation the results are the following: Also, it is signifi cant when and how many years ago ERP system has been implemented. Th e research has shown the following results: Th e review of measuring scale's reliabilityCustomer satisfaction One of the measures of scale's reliability which can be marked is its inner approval. Th at is a degree to which the values that make the measuring scale have the same corresponding attribute (that is to say: to which they are interconnected). Th e inner approval can be measured in many ways. Th e most commonly used is Cronbach's coeffi cent alpha, which can be calculated by SPSS as well.
Th at is an average correlation between all values on the scale. Th e amount of that indicator is of course between 0 and 1, by which the larger number (higher/larger correlation) shows bigger reliability.
Depending on the nature and purpose of the scale, diff erent levels of reliability are demeanded, but Nunnaly (1978) does not recommend the reliability which is less than 0,7. Cronbach's coeffi cient alpha changes depending on the number of values on the scale. For the small number of values on the scale (less than 10), Cronbach's coeffi cient alpha is sometimes very small. In that case it is better to calculate and state in a report the medium value of correlation between each pair of values.
Optimal medium value/the average value of correlation between couples/pairs values amounts to between 0,2 and 0,4 (according to the recommendation stated in Briggs & Cheek, 1986). Correlation of "customer satisfaction" measure with other measures Th e relationship between two or more variables is analysed by regression and correlation. Correlation assumes (includes, implies) analysis of strength and direction of their coherence. Regression implies analysis of shape and direction of correlation and analysis in terms of independent/dependent (predictors/outcome) variables in the aim of prediction. In a regressive model, knowing the values of independent variables enables the prediction of dependent variable's values.
Diff erent authors interpret correlation in diff erent ways. We quote Cohen's interpretation which gives the following guidelines for the size of correlation:
• correlation is small if r is from 0,1 to 0,29 • correlation is medium if r is from 0,3 to 0,49 • correlation is large if r is over 0,5
Th e abovementioned guidelines are valid regardless whether there is a negative sign in front of r and which only shows a connection/link's direction.
Considering all limits derived from the choice and size of sample and the way the research is undertaken, it can be noted that the results are relevant and enough reliable for conclusion. Th e questions in a questionnaire are 'closed-limited' with an off ered mark on the fi fth-level Likert's scale with a preadvanced evaluation criterion.
Surveying the scheme of McLean/DeLone's model [3] we can see that the system's quality, information quality and quality of IT service infl uence this category. Th e correlation between these categories has been analysed and it has been attempted to confi rm the strength of the connection, or see which category has the strongest infl uence on intention of system's usage on the basis of the results.
We shall now see the results of correlation between the mentioned items by using the Spearman's rank coeffi cient and Pearson's test of linear correlation. Th e results of Person's test show somehow smaller correlation of "system's quality", "quality of information" and "quality of IT services" with category "customer satisfaction" than with "intention of use", but still has a high correlation according to Cohen. Th e lowest correlation is realised between "system's quality" and "customer satisfaction", and highest with "intention of use" and "quality of IT services", but the diff erences in correlation are higher than smaller (rather than smaller). Also, the level of statistical signifi cance (sig) shows the value under 0,01 that is to say that the level of confi dence is extremely high. Scatter charts, given below, only show the strong correlation between the categories. By further analysis of using the multiple linear regression we want to make sure how well the set of categories can predict the evaluation of customer satisfaction with ERP system, as well as which variable in a set is the best predictor of the certain outcome. If we look at the value of column Sig of the previous table for the stated independent variables we can conclude that variables (since their value amounts to sig<0.05) give a signifi cant, unique contribution to the prediction of dependent variable.
If we see the results in Beta column, we can see individual contributions to the state of dependent variable "customer satisfaction". In this case independent variable "quality of IT service" has the biggest coefficient, which means that this category has the biggest individual infl uence on category "customer satisfaction". Th e category "system's quality" has the smallest contribution. Th at confi rms the column part on the previous table. However, the column part shows the item's participation in the entire (total) determination (R2), or shows how much R2 would be if this independent variable is taken out of the model.
CONCLUSION
All previously said in this chapter proves and confi rms the following:
• Increase of quality of information will have a positive infl uence on customer satisfaction in the context of ERP system.
• Increase of quality of service will have a positive infl uence on customer satisfaction in the context of ERP system. • Increase of system's quality will have a positive infl uence on customer satisfaction in the context of ERP system • Higher intention of use will have a positive infl uence on customer satisfaction in the context of ERP system. 
